Magna Leadership in Higher Education conference – St Louis, MO – October 4, 2019
Tobin, “Secret Boss Training: How to Observe and Evaluate Teaching”
Participant Rating Results
Attendance: 36

Responses: 26

1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job.
2. The description matched what I experienced in the session.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Over all, this was a good session.
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5. In a few words, share your over-all impression of this session.






















Able to make some small shifts in what we do.
Applicable, hands-on, valuable session.
Enjoyed your energy and passion for the content. I wish that there could be more of a deeper discussion on observing and
evaluating online teaching.
Fantastic—need more time!
Good info—could have used more time to go into more detail. Good job!
Great info & very interactive.
Great takeaway of focusing eval of teaching and delivery not content.
Great tips. References to the large bodies of research referred to would be helpful to learn more (“we have 30 yrs of
research...”)
Great—enjoyed it.
I learned a lot! Especially distinguishing between teaching behaviors a& course design.
I’m a total Tom T. groupie!!
Incredibly useful in clarifying the difference between teaching and content creation.
Interactive.
Mostly what is already in your very great texts, but with the addition of your magnetic personality.
New to the position of Assoc Dean, this has been an excellent session to help me move toward evaluations that I’ve never
done before.
Thank you for clarifying core concepts for assessment.
Thank you!
Very good insights into teacher observation—will really assist future decision making.
Very informative, this is something as a chair I’ve struggled with. Thank you.
Very insightful, great examples of things I can take back.
You are freakishly engaging, Tom! Excellent music choice BTW ☺.

